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Abstract

An overview of the exploitation of boundary symmetries in electromagnetic scattering
problems is presented. The paper follows the historical development of methodologies,
thus starting with method-specific formulations based on boundary-integral equation ap-
proaches, followed by more general treatments based on theT matrix formulation, and
finally reviewing a unified treatment of symmetries within the self-consistent Green’s func-
tion formalism.

1 Introduction

Boundary symmetries of particles allow us to simplify the solution to the Helmholtz equation in electro-
magnetic or acoustic scattering, which results in a reduction of computational costs and and increase in
numerical stability. The symmetries can either be inherent in nature, as in the case of spherical raindrops,
pristine ice crystals, or cubical dry sodium chloride aerosols, or enter through simplifying assumptions by
choosing symmetric model particles. Numerical experiments have demonstrated that the use of symme-
tries can result in reductions of CPU-time requirements by several orders of magnitude. This has paved the
way for applying non-axisymmetric model particles to realistic atmospheric scattering and radiative transfer
problems (see e.g. Refs. [1, 2]).

2 Exploitations of symmetries in light scattering problems

The earliest applications of symmetries in electromagnetic scattering theory have focused on specific kinds
of symmetries or specific solution methods. In the special case of spherically symmetric particles the scat-
tering problem can be solved analytically [3]. Waterman [4] investigated selected reflection symmetries in
his boundary-integral equation (BIE) approach. Mishchenko [5] derived the symmetry properties of theT
matrix of axisymmetric particles independent of the method employed for computing theT matrix.

More general treatments of symmetries in electrostatics and in electromagnetic and acoustic scattering
theory have been conducted since the 1990’s. Symmetries in integral-equation formulations of boundary
value problems were studied by Zakharov et al. and applied to problems of electrostatics [6]. Zagorodnov
and Tarasov studied symmetry groups in a Green’s function approach to boundary value problems [7] and
presented applications to integral-equation solutions to the electromagnetic scattering problem [8].

Symmetry properties of theT matrix for arbitrary symmetry groups were studied systematically for re-
ducible [9] and irreducible representations [10]. The main idea is to investigate the transformation properties
of the basis functions (usually vector spherical wave functions) under symmetry operationsR, and thereby
derive matrix representationsR for each symmetry operationR in the vector space on which theT matrix
operates. The symmetry properties of theT matrix can then be expressed as commutator relations

[T,R] = 0, (1)
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where the commutator is defined as [T,R] = T · R − R · T. These commutator relations reduce the number
of nonzero, independentT matrix elements that need to be evaluated in numerical applications.
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Figure 1: Transformation of a vector function under an inversion of all spatial coordinates.

Consider as an example an inversionI of the spatial coordinates given by (x, y, z) −→ (−x,−y,−z). As
shown in the figure a vector function given in spherical coordinates will transform according to


Ar(r, θ, φ)
Aθ(r, θ, φ)
Aφ(r, θ, φ)


I−→


Ar(r, π − θ, π + φ)
−Aθ(r, π − θ, π + φ)
Aφ(r, π − θ, π + φ)

 . (2)

By using the properties of the vector spherical wave functionsM ( j)
n,m,τ (whereτ = 1,2 and j = 1, . . . , 4) this

leads to

M( j)
n,m,τ

I−→ (−1)n+τM( j)
n,m,τ, j = 1, . . . , 4. (3)

Thus a matrix representation of the inversion operation is given in components by

In,m,τ;n′ ,m′,τ′ = δn,n′ δm,m′ δτ,τ′ (−1)n+τ. (4)

If the boundary surface is invariant under the inversion operation, thenT= I · T · I−1, or, analogous to Eq.
(1), [T, I] = 0. Using Eq. (4), this becomes in explicit form

Tn,m,τ;n′,m′,τ′ = (−1)n+τ+n′+τ′ Tn,m,τ;n′,m′,τ′ , (5)
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or equivalently

Tn,m,τ;n′,m′,τ′ = 0, unless (n + τ + n′ + τ′) even. (6)

This method can be used to derive representations and symmetry relations for any symmetry operation
encountered in point groups [10].

The representationsR in the basis of vector spherical wave functions are in general reducible. By means
of group theoretical techniques one can construct a similarity transformation to transform the reducible
into irreducible representations, thus bringing the matrix representations into block-diagonal form. It can be
shown that this transformation also brings theT and Q matrix into irreducible block-diagonal form [10].
The main idea is to construct projection operators

P̃(µ)
j,i =

∑

g∈G
χ(µ)∗(g) Rj,i(g) (7)

that project into theµ-th irreducible invariant subspace. HereG denotes the symmetry group,Rj,i(g) denote
the reducible representations of group elementg, andχ(µ)(g) denote the characters of the irreducible repre-
sentations, which can be computed by standard group-theoretical techniques [11, 12]without prior knowl-
edge of the irreducible representations. By use of the operators (7) one constructs a similarity transformation
into the irreducible basis in which all matrix quantities become block-diagonal.

It was demonstrated by use of irreducible representations in a BIE approach [8] that exploitation of
symmetries can reduce CPU-time requirements by a factor ofM2

0, whereM0 represents the order of the
symmetry group. Interestingly enough, the same was observed in Ref. [13], in which only reducible repre-
sentations were exploited. A recent comparison of BIE computations that exploited reducible and irreducible
representations, respectively, showed that the latter only saved and additional factor of 3–4 in computation
time [10]. However, it was also shown [10] that the block-diagonalisation of theT andQ matrix favourably
pre-conditions theQ matrix, thus increasing the numerical stability of theQ matrix inversion problem inT
matrix computations.

In a recently published treatment [14] of symmetries (which was focused on the exterior problem)
it was shown that one can derive general symmetry relations of the Green’s function of an arbitrary lin-
ear boundary-value problem. From the general symmetry relations, one obtains for the special case of the
Helmholtz equation symmetry relations for the surface Green’s functionG∂Γ of the form

G∂Γ(x, xs) = G∂Γ(Dg(x),Dg(xs)) (8)

wherex lies in the surrounding medium andxs lies on the boundary surface. TheDg denote the representa-
tions in three-dimensional space of the symmetry group’s elementsg. Likewise, one obtains for the volume
Green’s functionGΓ+

GΓ+(x0, x) = GΓ+(Dg(x0),Dg(x)), (9)

wherex0 andx lie in the surrounding medium. For the interaction operatorW∂Γ one obtains

W∂Γ(xs, x′s) = W∂Γ(Dg(xs),Dg(x′s)), (10)

wherexs andx′s lie on the boundary surface. These three symmetry relations are shown to be equivalent
[14]. The volume Green’s function is related to volume-integral equation (VIE) methods, the surface Green’s
function to BIE methods, and the interaction operator to the T-matrix formulation. For instance, from the
symmetry relations of the interaction operator, one can derive the commutator relations of the T-matrix. Thus
one has a general description of symmetries in acoustic and electromagnetic scattering theory that comprises
symmetries in VIE and BIE methods as well as in the T-matrix formalism. This treatment of symmetries
is based on the self-consistent Green’s function formulation of the electromagnetic and acoustic scattering
problem [15, 16].
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